KOMPRESSOREN

B-TIMER
S A F E T Y AT A G L A N C E

Filter cartridge change now
safe, simple and economic!
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The mini computer counts
the operating hours and
measures accurately the cartridge saturation. Cartridge
exchange due is clearly displayed.
For all mobile BAUER compressors; also for upgrading!

KOMPRESSOREN
I M P O RTA N T W H E R E I T C O U N T S !
Filter monitoring now for all mobile compressors with TRIPLEX-P 21, SUPER
TRIPLEX-P 31 and P 41 filter systems without electronic compressor control - also
for upgrading.
Hour meter integrated in B-TIMER!
Most simple mounting without piping or wiring - only screw driver required!
Extremely robust for global use even under toughest ambient conditions: dust- and splash
proof, insensitive to salt, heavy insolation, high humidity and sand.

Most simple maintenance

Saturated?

The key symbol indicates that
a maintenance is due. The
letters A to C inform about
the necessary maintenance
kit.

On the four-part segment
display the status of saturation of the cartridge can be
followed up. If the remaining
capacity is less than 20%, the
last segment is flashing and
instead of the operating hours
the order number of the cartridge required is indicated. If
the cartridge is saturated, all
four segments are flashing.

B-Timer

A = 500 h resp. 1 year; B = 1000 h
resp. 2 years; C = 2000 h resp. 3 years)
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Data Safe!
The battery reading warns
in time if battery change is
required. The B-Timer saves
operating hours and maintenance intervals on its RAM
in case of battery exchange or
longer storage without battery. During standstill of the
compressor the B-Timer changes automatically to power
save mode. The long-life
lithium cell (3 V) lasts approx.
3 years (500 h1/year).

Easy set-up
Counts
reliably the operating
hours

For the initial operation the
compressor data is entered via
two operating keys. The
menu does almost without
language. Symbols make it
easy to use.

Via a highly sensitve special
sensor the hour meter starts
automatically at compressor
start and stops counting
automatically again if compressor stops.
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